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Chair’s DC Governance Statement, covering the 

12 months to 20 March 2019

1. Introduction

Governance requirements apply to defined contribution (“DC”) pension arrangements 

like the Panasonic UK Pension Plan (the “Plan”), to help members achieve a good 

outcome from their pension savings.  The Trustees are required to produce a yearly 

statement (which is signed by the Chair of Trustees) to describe how these governance 

requirements have been met in relation to:

• the Plan’s DC section (managed by Phoenix Life Limited (“Phoenix Life”)), 

including the DC default arrangement, 

• both AVC arrangements (managed by Legal & General Investment Management 

(“L&G”) and The Equitable Life Assurance Society (“Equitable Life”)), including the 

AVC default arrangement with L&G; 

• the protected rights money purchase arrangement which is based on the L&G 

Consensus Fund;

• the investment options in which members can invest (this means the “default 

arrangements” and other funds members can select);

• the requirements for processing financial transactions;

• the charges and transaction costs borne by members; 

• an illustration of the cumulative effect of these costs and charges;

• a ‘value for members’ assessment; and

• Trustee knowledge and understanding.

This Statement covers the 12 month period to 20 March 2019.

2. Default arrangement

The Plan’s DC section is not used as a Qualifying Scheme for auto-enrolment. 

There are default investment arrangements for members who do not choose an 

investment option in the Plan’s DC section with Phoenix Life and the AVC arrangement 

with L&G.  

These default arrangements only have five and four members invested respectively as at 

20 March 2019.  As such, the Trustees have adopted a proportionate approach to 

reviewing the arrangements.
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The Trustees are responsible for investment governance, and this includes setting and 

monitoring the investment strategy for the default arrangements.  When deciding on the 

investment strategy, the Trustees recognised that most members do not take active 

investment decisions and instead invest in the default option.  After taking advice, the 

Trustees decided to make the following DC and AVC default options: 

• a with-profits policy with Phoenix Life (the DC default) which provides members 

with a guaranteed minimum value at retirement; and

• a lifestyle strategy with L&G (the AVC default), whereby members’ assets are 

automatically moved between different investment funds as they approach their 

retirement date.

Details of the DC and AVC arrangements are set out in a document called the Statement 

of Investment Principles (“SIP”).  The Plan’s SIP is attached to this Statement. 

The aims and objectives of the Trustees in relation to the DC and AVC default 

arrangements are as follows:

• Aim for long-term, real growth while members are far from their target 

retirement date;

• Gradually reduce the risk taken in the investment strategy as members become 

close to their target retirement date; and

• Have an asset allocation at the target retirement date that is appropriate and 

consistent with how most members are expected to take their retirement 

savings.

The default arrangements are reviewed at least every three years and were last 

reviewed in August 2018.  The performance and strategy of the default arrangement 

were reviewed to ensure that investment returns (after the deduction of any charges) 

have been consistent with the aims and objectives of the default arrangement as stated 

in the SIP, and to check that it continues to be suitable and appropriate given the 

Scheme’s risk profiles and membership. [ The Trustees concluded the performance and 

strategy were consistent with their objectives and as such agreed no changes to the 

default investment arrangements were necessary].  

3. Requirements for processing core financial transactions

Processing core financial transactions such as transfers in and out of the Plan and 

payments to members/beneficiaries (noting there are no longer any new contributions to 

be invested) is carried out by the administrators of the Plan, Lane, Clark and Peacock 

LLP (LCP) for the protected rights money purchase arrangement.  Processing of core 

financial transactions with respect to the DC section with Phoenix Life and AVC 

arrangements with L&G and Equitable Life, is carried out by those organisations.
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The Plan has service level agreements (“SLA”) in place with each of the four 

organisations which each cover the accuracy and timeliness of all core financial 

transactions.  In order to monitor compliance with SLAs, the Trustees have asked LCP to 

obtain and review information from each of the four organisations and LCP was satisfied 

that were not any material issues. Each organisation has provided the following 

information in relation to the SLA in place with them and how each of them has 

performed in relation to processing core financial transactions.

Phoenix Life confirmed that it has a standard SLA in place which applies to clients 

(setting out delivery timescales etc) and that no transactions have taken place on the 

Plan’s policy over the year.  

Equitable Life has confirmed that it has an internal SLA in place and it has performed in 

line with the SLA for the period covered by this report.  This includes daily reports to 

ensure fund movements are correctly interpreted and applied.  

L&G has confirmed it has completed all statements, customer updates and enquiries

within 5 working days (its service target) for the period covered by this report.  It also 

confirmed it received zero customer complaints over the period.  The report was shared 

with the Trustees.  

The protected rights money purchase arrangement is administered in line with the Plan’s 

DB administrative function with LCP.  Quarterly administrative reports are provided to the 

Trustees and there is a 10-day turnaround in place for all requests.  The Trustee bank 

account balance is monitored at least monthly (as part of monthly cashflows) and before 

arranging any significant payments.  All banking transactions are checked by at least 

three people.

Having considered the above information, the Trustees are satisfied that over the period 

covered by this Statement:

• there have been no material administration errors in relation to processing core 

financial transactions; and

• all core financial transactions have been processed promptly and accurately during 

the Scheme year.

4. Member-borne charges and transaction costs

The Trustees are required to set out the on-going charges incurred by members in this 

Statement, which are annual fund management charges plus any additional fund 

expenses, such as custody costs, but excluding transaction costs (and a limited number 

of other costs); this is also known as the total expense ratio (“TER”).  The TER is paid by 

the members and is reflected in the unit price of the funds.  The stated charges include 

administration costs since members incur these costs.
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The Trustees are also required to separately disclose transaction cost figures.  In the 

context of this Statement, the transaction costs shown are those incurred when the 

Plan’s fund managers buy and sell assets within investment funds but are exclusive of 

any costs incurred when members invest in and switch between funds.  

The charges and transaction costs have been supplied by Equitable Life and LGIM who 

are the Plan’s AVC providers.  Due to the way in which transaction costs have been 

calculated it is possible for figures to be negative; since transaction costs are unlikely to 

be negative over the long term the Trustees have shown any negative figure as zero.

When preparing this section of the statement the Trustees have taken account of 

statutory guidance, eg the Financial Conduct Authority’s transaction costs reporting 

requirements for fund managers that came into force on 3 January 2019.  Despite this, 

Phoenix Life confirmed it is unable to provide transaction costs as a separate annualised 

percentage of the fund’s assets.  The Trustees will continue to request this information 

and escalate within Phoenix Life to obtain transaction cost and service level information 

from Phoenix Life for future statements.

4.1. Default arrangements

The default arrangement with Phoenix Life is the Phoenix Life With-Profits 

Fund.  Over the year, no annual policy charges were applied but this does not 

include the fees and expenses that are charged within the pooled fund. 

Phoenix Life was unable to provide details of all the underlying charges at the 

time of writing, which we believe is not uncommon for with-profits style funds

but the Trustees will continue to request this information and escalate within 

Phoenix Life.  

The default arrangement with L&G is a lifestyle arrangement which switches 

from the L&G Global Equity (70:30) Index Fund into L&G Over 5 Year Index-

linked Gilts Index Fund over the ten year period before a member’s planned 

retirement date.  The charges for those funds are set out in the table in 4.2 

below. There are no additional charges for this default arrangement above the 

fund level charges listed for L&G in the following self-select funds section but 

the de-risking lifestyle strategy means the actual charges and transaction costs 

incurred by each member will vary depending on how close members are to 

their target retirement age and in which fund they are invested.  

4.2. Self-select options

The level of charges for each self-select fund (including those used in the L&G 

default arrangement) and the indicative transaction costs range over the period 

covered by this Statement are set out in the following table.  
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Self-select fund charges and transaction costs

Manager – Fund name Annual 

Charge

Implicit/Explicit 

transaction costs

L&G – Global Equity (70:30) Index fund 0.50% pa 0.00%

L&G – Over 15 Year Gilts Index fund 0.50% pa n/a

L&G – Over 5 Year Index-Linked Gilts Index Fund 0.50% pa 0.03%

L&G - Cash Fund 0.50% pa 0.00%

Equitable Life – With-Profits Fund 1.00% pa 0.04% pa

Equitable Life – Managed Pension 0.75% pa 0.02% pa

The members that hold the protected rights money purchase only benefit (and 

members where the DC underpin bites) receive a return based on the 

performance of the L&G Multi-Asset Fund (formerly known as the L&G 

Consensus Fund).  The returns used in this calculation are before the 

deduction of investment management fees. Hence no charges, and as there 

will be no transactions, no transaction costs apply.

4.3. Illustration of charges and disclosure costs

The following table sets out an illustration of the impact of charges and 

transaction costs on the projection of an example member’s pension savings

invested in the L&G AVC arrangements.

• The “before costs” figures represent the savings projection assuming an 

investment return with no deduction of member borne fees or transaction 

costs.  The “after costs” figures represent the savings projection using the 

same assumed investment return but after deducting member borne fees (ie 

the annual charge) and an allowance for transaction costs.

• The transaction cost figures used in the illustration are those provided by 

the managers over the past year subject to a floor of zero (ie the illustration 

does not assume a negative cost over the long term).  

• The illustration is shown for the default AVC option (the Panasonic L&G 

Lifestyle arrangement) since this is the arrangement with the most members

invested in it, as well as four L&G funds from the Plan’s self-select fund 

range.  The four self-select funds shown in the illustration are:

• The L&G Global Equity (70:30) Index Fund – this is the fund with the 

highest before costs expected return;

• the L&G Over 15 Year Gilts Index Fund;

• the L&G Over 5 Year Index-linked Gilts Fund; and
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• the L&G Cash Fund.

•

§

Notes

• Values shown are estimates and are not guaranteed.  The illustration does not 

indicate the likely variance and volatility in the possible outcomes from each fund.

• Projected pension pot values are shown in today’s terms, and do not need to be 

reduced further for the effect of future inflation.

• Inflation is assumed to be 2.5% pa. 

• We have made no allowance for starting salary, salary growth or total contributions

as no members are actively contributing into their DC pension pots. 

• The starting pot size used is £9,360 to reflect the median pot for L&G’s DC 

membership. 

• The projected annual returns used are as follows:

• Default option: 3.0% pa above inflation for the initial years, gradually 

reducing to a return of 1.3% pa below inflation at the ending point of the 

lifestyle.

• Global Equity (70:30) Index Fund: 3.0% pa above inflation

• Over 15 Year Gilts Index Fund: 1.3% pa below inflation

• Over 5 Year Index-Linked Gilts Index Fund: 1.3% pa below inflation

• Cash Fund: 1.3% pa below inflation

• No allowance for active management has been made. 

The following table sets out an illustration of the impact of charges and transaction costs 

on the projection of an example member’s pension savings invested in the Equitable Life

AVC arrangements, based on the projection information provided by the manager.

• The “before costs” figures represent the savings projection assuming an 

investment return with no deduction of member borne fees or transaction costs.  

The “after costs” figures represent the savings projection using the same assumed 

Years 

invested

Before 

costs

After 

costs

Before 

costs

After 

costs

Before 

costs

After 

costs

Before 

costs

After 

costs

Before 

costs

After 

costs

1 £9,600 £9,600 £9,600 £9,600 £9,200 £9,200 £9,200 £9,200 £9,200 £9,200

3 £10,200 £10,100 £10,200 £10,100 £9,000 £8,900 £9,000 £8,900 £9,000 £8,900

5 £10,900 £10,600 £10,900 £10,600 £8,800 £8,500 £8,800 £8,500 £8,800 £8,500

10 £12,600 £12,000 £12,600 £12,000 £8,200 £7,800 £8,200 £7,800 £8,200 £7,800

15 £14,600 £13,600 £14,600 £13,600 £7,700 £7,100 £7,700 £7,100 £7,700 £7,100

20 £16,900 £15,300 £16,900 £15,300 £7,200 £6,500 £7,200 £6,500 £7,200 £6,500

25 £19,600 £17,400 £19,600 £17,400 £6,700 £5,900 £6,700 £5,900 £6,700 £5,900

30 £22,700 £19,600 £22,700 £19,600 £6,300 £5,400 £6,300 £5,400 £6,300 £5,400

35 £24,700 £20,800 £26,300 £22,200 £5,900 £5,000 £5,900 £4,900 £5,900 £5,000

40 £24,200 £19,900 £30,500 £25,100 £5,500 £4,500 £5,500 £4,500 £5,500 £4,500

Cash fund
Global Equity (70:30) Index 

fund
Over 15 Year Gilts Index fund

Over 5 Year Index-Linked 

Gilts Index fund
Default option
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investment return but after deducting member borne fees (ie the annual charge) 

and an allowance for transaction costs.

• The transaction cost figures used in the illustration are those provided by the 

managers over the past year subject to a floor of zero (ie the illustration does not 

assume a negative cost over the long term).  

• The two self-select funds shown in the illustration are:

• With-profits fund

• Managed fund

Notes

• Values shown are estimates and are not guaranteed.  The illustration does not 

indicate the likely variance and volatility in the possible outcomes from each fund.

• Projected pension pot values are shown in today’s terms, and do not need to be 

reduced further for the effect of future inflation.

• Inflation is assumed to be 2.5% pa.  No allowance has been made for starting 

salary, salary growth, or future contributions as no members are actively 

contributing into their DC pension pots. 

• The starting pot size is assumed to be £1,000 for a Male aged 50.

• The projected annual returns used are as follows:

• With-profits: 1.0% pa above inflation

• Unit-linked Equity: 2.0% pa above inflation (FTSE Tracker, Managed, 

Pelican, Far Eastern, European, North American, Fund of Investment Trust, 

International, US Global Equity, Property)

• Unit-Linked Fixed Interest: 1.0% pa below inflation (Fixed Interest, US 

Global Bond)

• Unit-Linked Cash: 1.75% pa below inflation

• No allowance for active management has been made. 

Years invested
Before 

costs

After 

costs

Before 

costs

After 

costs

1 £1,010 £995 £1,020 £1,011

3 £1,030 £984 £1,060 £1,033

5 £1,050 £974 £1,101 £1,056

10 £1,102 £949 £1,213 £1,115

15 £1,157 £924 £1,336 £1,178

20 £1,214 £900 £1,472 £1,244

25 £1,275 £876 £1,621 £1,313

30 £1,338 £858 £1,786 £1,387

35 £1,405 £900 £1,967 £1,465

40 £1,475 £945 £2,166 £1,547

With-profits Managed
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5. Value for members assessment

The Trustees are required to consider the extent to which the charges and transaction 

costs highlighted above represent good value for members.  There is no legal definition 

of “good value”, which means that determining this is subjective.  Given the relative size 

of the assets invested in these arrangements, the Trustees take a proportionate 

approach to assessing value for money and believe that the charges and transaction 

costs under the current arrangements offer suitable value to the members.  The steps 

the Trustees have taken to reach this conclusion are set out below. 

The Trustees review all member-borne charges (including transaction costs where 

available) annually, with the aim of ensuring that members are obtaining value for money 

given the circumstances of the Plan.  The last review was in August 2019 as part of 

producing this statement.  The Trustees note that value for money does not necessarily 

mean the lowest fee, and the overall quality of the service received has also been

considered in this assessment.  Where fund charges were available, the Trustees’

investment advisers have confirmed that the fund charges are competitive for the types 

of fund available to members.  Where the charges were not available, the Trustees’ 

investment advisers have confirmed that the net return (ie after charges have been 

deducted) was competitive for the types of fund available to members.  

The Trustees’ assessment included a review of the performance of the Plan’s investment 

funds (after all charges) in the context of their investment objectives.  The returns on the 

investment funds members can select during the period covered by this statement have 

been consistent with their stated investment objectives.

The Trustees also considered the other benefits members receive from the Plan, which 

include:

• the design of the default arrangement and how this reflects the interests of 

members;

• the range of investment options and strategies;

• the efficiency of administration processes and the extent to which the 

administrator met and exceeded its service level standards;

• the availability of guaranteed minimum annuity rates for certain investment 

choices; 

• the quality of communications delivered to members; and

• the quality of support services and governance. 

As detailed in the previous section covering processing of financial transactions, the 

Trustees are comfortable with the quality and efficiency of the administration processes.

Overall, the Trustees believe that members of the Plan are receiving reasonable value 

for money..
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6. Trustee knowledge and understanding

The Trustees are required to maintain appropriate levels of knowledge and 

understanding to run the Plan effectively.

The Trustees have measures in place to secure compliance with the legal and regulatory 

requirements regarding their individual and collective knowledge and understanding of 

relevant matters, including investment, pension and trust law. This, together with the 

advice available, enables the Trustees to properly exercise their functions and run the 

Plan effectively.  A Trustee training log is maintained in line with best practice.

In the year covered by this Statement the Trustees have taken the following steps to 

ensure that their knowledge and understanding is up to date:

• ensuring they completed the Pension Regulator’s Trustee Toolkit;

• reviewing the Statement of Investment Principles (to add policies on financial 

and non-financial matters) and Trust Deed;

• having an independent professional trustee on the board;

• receiving formal and informal training at relevant Board meetings (as members’ 

benefits are predominately DB, the formal training was on GMP inequality and 

pensioner reconciliations with insurers.  However the DC specific topics listed in 

the section below were also covered less formally); and

• maintaining a training log (which included attendance at DB and DC 

conferences in addition to the topics above).

All Trustees are familiar with the Plan governing documentation, including the Trust 

Deed & Rules and SIP.  In particular, the Trustees refer to the Trust Deed and Rules as 

part of considering and deciding to make any changes to the Plan, and the SIP is 

formally reviewed periodically and when making any change to the Plan’s investments.  

Further, the Trustees believe they have sufficient knowledge and understanding of the 

law relating to pensions and trusts and of the relevant principles relating to the funding 

and investment of occupational pension schemes to fulfil their duties. There has been 

little turnover in the Trustee Board for a number of years and the Trustees are suitably 

qualified and experienced in their roles.  

LCP delivers regular training on investment matters as appropriate.  The following topics 

were raised by LCP as part of quarterly update documents:

• The Investment Association’s paper, “Putting investment at the heart of DC 

pensions”

• A call for illiquid innovation in DC

• The FRC consultation on the revamped UK Stewardship Code

• EU revised Shareholder Rights Directive
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• Responsible investment and the new SIP requirements

Considering the knowledge and experience of the Trustees, with the specialist advice 

received from the appointed professional advisors, the Trustees believe that they are 

well placed to properly exercise their function as Trustees of the Plan.

______________________________________________ Date:  __________________

Signed by the Chair of Trustees of the Panasonic UK Pension Plan


